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THE TUBE CHARACTER OF ELECTRON DRIFTIN CONDENSED INERT GASESE. B. Gordon a*, B. M. Smirnov b**aInstitute of Problems of Chemial Physis, Russian Aademy of Sienes142432, Chernogolovka, Mosow Region, RussiabInstitute for High Temperatures, Russian Aademy of Sienes127412, Mosow, RussiaSubmitted 11 February 2005The behavior of an exess eletron in ondensed inert gases in an external eletri �eld is onsidered at densitiesand temperatures at whih the mobility of a slow eletron is relatively high. On the basis of experimental dataand a model of a pair eletron interation with atoms, an e�etive potential energy surfae is onstruted foran exess eletron inside a dense inert gas. The region available for a slow eletron onsists of many interset-ing hannels that form a Delone network loated between atoms. A drifting eletron, as a quantum objet,propagates along these hannels (tubes), and eletron transition between interseting potential energy tubes ofdi�erent diretions provides an e�etive eletron sattering. This mehanism of eletron drift and satteringdi�ers from that in gases and rystals. Peuliarities of eletron drift inside dense inert gases are analyzed withinthe framework of this mehanism of eletron sattering, leading to a moderate hange of the eletron mobilityupon melting.PACS: 34.80.-i, 52.80.Wq, 52.80.Yr, 79.20.Kz1. INTRODUCTIONThe redued eletron mobility of exess eletrons inheavy ondensed inert gases (Ar, Kr, Xe) as a funtionof the atom number density has a sharp maximum atmoderate number densities, as it follows from experi-ments [1�14℄. In partiular, for xenon, the maximumzero-�eld redued mobility exeeds that for a gaseousstate by more than three orders of magnitude [6, 10℄.Moreover, the maximum redued zero-�eld mobility ofexess eletrons in inert gases exeeds that for oin met-als by one order of magnitude [15℄.The simplest theoretial models [16�20℄ onsider thedrift of an exess eletron as a result of pair eletron�atom sattering and explain high eletron mobility bythe Ramsauer e�et in eletron sattering on individualatoms and negative eletron�atom sattering lengthsfor Ar, Kr, and Xe. But the approah of independentatoms is orret only for gases; at atomi densities or-responding to the maximum of the eletron mobility,*E-mail: gordon�binep.a.ru**E-mail: bsmirnov�or.ru

the distane between nearest neighbors is omparablewith the eletron�atom sattering length, and henethis approah is not orret and may be onsideredrather as a model. The e�et of high eletron mobilityat moderate atomi densities results from the olletiveharater of the interation of an exess eletron withatoms.Reently [21℄, we showed that the reason of theeletron mobility maximum is related to the transi-tion from attration to repulsion for an exess ele-tron inside an inert gas as the number density of atomsinreases starting from the gaseous density. Indeed,in gases, where an exess eletron interats with eahatom independently, the average eletron potential en-ergy is negative beause of a negative eletron�atomsattering length, whih leads to an attrative Fermiexhange interation of the eletron with eah atom.At high atomi densities, when the distane betweenneighboring atoms is omparable with the atom size,the average interation potential for the eletron or-responds to repulsion beause of the Pauli exlusionpriniple. Hene, at moderate atom densities, the av-211 14*



E. B. Gordon, B. M. Smirnov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 128, âûï. 1 (7), 2005erage interation potential of an exess eletron withinert gas atoms beomes zero.Therefore, there is a range of inert gas densitieswith an attrative interation potential for an exesseletron, and these densities orrespond to a high ele-tron zero-�eld mobility, as is observed experimentally.Beause penetration of an exess eletron into eah oreleads to repulsion due to the Pauli priniple, points ofthe maximum attrative potential for an exess ele-tron form a Delone (Delaunay) network [22�24℄, whoselines are loated between atoms and may be found onthe basis of the Voronoi �Delone method [25℄. Thismethod onsists in onstrution of planes loated atidential distanes from neighboring atoms. Interse-tions of these planes form the Delone network, and theeletri potential has minima on this network. Theequipotential surfaes that are lose in energy formtubes, whih are almost straight. The eletron, beinga quantum objet, an propagate inside an inert gasalong these almost straight hannels. Eletron transi-tions between hannels of di�erent diretions in regionsof their intersetions lead to an e�etive eletron sat-tering.We thus onlude that a spei� mehanism of theeletron drift in this ase di�ers from those in bothgases and rystals. Indeed, propagating in gases, a testeletron is sattered on individual atoms, whereas sat-tering of an eletron wave in rystals is determined bydistortion of the rystal lattie as a result of a shift ofatom positions from the equilibrium ones during mo-tion of the eletron wave. Then melting of a solidshould seemingly lead to a strong hange of the eletronmobility. However, in the ase under onsideration, aslow eletron propagates along an individual tube nearthe Delone network, the eletron sattering is weak,and therefore the eletron mean free path inside an in-ert gas with optimal parameters is large ompared tothe distane between nearest neighbors. Correspond-ingly, hange of the phase state does not lead to a sig-ni�ant hange of the mobility for a slow eletron in aninert gas.Below, we onsider the tube mehanism of eletrondrift in heavy inert gases and analyze various aspetsof the eletron drift under onditions of the tube-shapepotential of a self-onsistent �eld for an exess eletron.2. ELECTRIC POTENTIAL FOR AN EXCESSELECTRON IN DENSE INERT GASESThe negative spatial harge reated by exess ele-trons in dense inert gases an result in strong eletri

�elds even at low eletron number densities. Therefore,we onsider the regime of eletron drift in an inert gasnegleting the interation between individual eletrons;that is, an individual eletron is onsidered drifting inan inert gas. We onsider peuliarities of the potentialenergy surfae (PES) for an exess eletron in an inertgas and, orrespondingly, the harater of the eletrondrift in ondensed inert gases under the ation of anexternal eletri �eld. Using the analogy with lustersonsisting of many atoms with a pair interation be-tween them [26�28℄, we represent the PES as a sum ofloal minima and saddles. At atomi densities, whenthe eletron mobility is high, an exess eletron passesover barriers of the PES during its drift in inert gases.Another peuliarity of the PES at optimal atominumber densities is a large volume inside ondensed in-ert gases where the eletron loation is prohibited bythe Pauli exlusion priniple. Indeed, a slow eletronannot penetrate inside an atom where valene atomieletrons are loated, and hene the exluded regionfor an exess eletron is onentrated near atomi ores.For simpliity, we take the prohibited volume near eahatom in the form V� = 4�3 r3; (1)where r is the e�etive atom radius, whih depends onthe eletron energy ": We take it from the relationU(2r) = ";where U(R) is the interation potential of two atomsat a distane R between them. In this way, we hangedthe repulsion of a free eletron from the atom ore bythat of a bound eletron. Table 1 lists the values ofthe atom radii for an exhange eletron�atom intera-tion alulated on the basis of the above formula. Thisvolume is ompared in Table 1 with the volumes peratom for the solid Vsol and liquid Vliq phase states atthe triple point, and also with the volume per atomVmax at the atomi number density that orrespondsto the maximum of the eletron mobility. These ratiosare given for the eletron energy " = 0:1 eV and for theeletron energy " = 1 eV in parentheses. We an seethat the prohibited volume for a free eletron at loweletron energies may oupy a signi�ant part of thetotal volume.We note that this harater of the exhange intera-tion between an exess eletron and valene eletronsof atoms of ondensed inert gases is preserved up tohigh atomi densities until eletron shells of neighbor-ing atoms overlap signi�antly. In any ase, it is validat densities related to the solid and liquid aggregate212



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 128, âûï. 1 (7), 2005 The tube harater of eletron drift : : :Table 1. Parameters of the repulsive interation potential for an exess eletron with individual atoms of inert gasesAr Kr Xer, a0 1.663 1.952 2.338r2, a20 3.311 4.455 6.277r, Å, " = 0:1 eV 1.63 1.72 1.92r, Å, " = 1 eV 1.23 1.28 1.30Vsol, m3/mol 24.6 29.6 37.1Vliq , m3/mol 28.2 34.3 42.7Vmax, m3/mol 50.2 43.0 50.2V�=Vsol 0.44(0.19) 0.44(0.18) 0.48(0.15)V�=Vliq 0.39(0.17) 0.38(0.15) 0.42(0.13)V�=Vmax 0.22(0.10) 0.30(0.12) 0.35(0.11)states of inert gases, and the average exhange inter-ation potential at a given atomi density due to thisinteration an be approximated by the formulaUex = A exp���V�V � ; (3)where V is the volume per atom, and A and � areparameters.We now onstrut the di�erene between the poten-tial for an exess eletron loated inside a ondensedinert gas and in a vauum. Taking the eletron poten-tial in a vauum to be zero, we vary the atomi densityfrom low values, when this system of atoms is a gas,up to moderate ones, at whih the mobility of an ex-ess eletron is of interest. At low atomi densities,an exess eletron interats with individual atoms in-dependently. In regions between atoms and far fromthem, the interation potential is zero, and nonzero in-teration takes plae only near the atoms. On the basisof the Fermi formula [29, 30℄, the interation potentialbetween an eletron and atoms an be represented asU(r) =Xi 2�~2me LÆ(r�Ri); (4)where ~ is the Plank onstant,me is the eletron mass,r is the eletron oordinate, Ri is the oordinate ofthe ith atom, and L is the eletron�atom satteringlength. Beause the sattering length L is negative forAr, Kr, and Xe (see Table 2), this interation poten-tial orresponds to attration in the regions lose toatoms. Therefore, the potential energy surfae onsists

Table 2. Parameters of the potential energy for anexess eletron inside inert gasesAr Kr XeL, a0 �1:5 �3:1 �5:7Umin, eV [8; 11; 12; 14℄ �0:33 �0:53 �0:77Nmin, 1022 m�3 1.1 1.2 1.1amin, Å 4.8 4.7 4.8rmin, Å 2.8 2.7 2.82�~2LNmin=me, eV 0.41 0.94 1.58C, eV 0.44 0.71 1.04� 4 4 4A, eV 6 10 14Rmin, Å 3.6 3.5 3.6C 0, eV 0.15 0.25 0.36A0, eV 2.2 3.5 6.5of regions inside atoms with a sharp eletron repulsion,regions near eah atom with eletron attration, andregions between atoms with zero interation potential.The attration orresponds only to an average intera-tion of an eletron of zero energy with an individualatom in a gas, and aording to formula (4), the aver-age interation potential of an eletron with inert gas213



E. B. Gordon, B. M. Smirnov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 128, âûï. 1 (7), 2005atoms is given by Uat = 2�~2me LN; (5)where N is the atom number density. This intera-tion leads to a red shift of spetral lines emitted byexited atoms loated in inert gases [31℄. Beause thisshift of spetral lines is determined mostly by the ex-hange eletron�atom interation, and a long-range in-teration, inluding the polarization ion�atom intera-tion, gives a small ontribution to this shift, we aountbelow for the exhange part of the interation only.The exhange interation of a test eletron witheletrons of an internal atom region orresponds to re-pulsion of this eletron, and we desribe it by formula(3). Adding the attrative exhange interation poten-tial (5) to it, we represent the total eletron potentialin the formU(N) = �C NNmin +A exp���NminN � ; (6)where N is the urrent number density of atoms andNmin is the number density at whih the interationpotential has a minimum. The values of Nmin togetherwith amin, the distanes between nearest neighboringatoms at this density, are given in Table 2.If formula (6) is valid for a gas, where the seondterm is zero, the parameter C is equal toC = �2�L~2me Nmin: (7)In reality, we are based on the experimental depen-dene U(N) that gives another value of C. Indeed, onthe basis of experimental data, whih are approximatedby formula (6), we �nd the parameters in Eq. (6) in a-ordane with the formulaC = �dUdx (x = 0); � = CC � jUminj ;A = (C � jUminj) e�; x = N=Nmin: (8)Here, Umin is the minimum of the eletron potentialinside an inert gas (the eletron potential in a vauumis zero). Experimental parameters for U(x) togetherwith the parameters in formula (6) are given in Ta-ble 2. Figure 1 represents experimental data for theaverage eletron potential energy in xenon.Based on the experimental data for the eletri po-tential of a ondensed inert gas with respet to an ex-ess eletron, we onstrut the potential energy surfaefor an exess eletron inside an inert gas. We rewrite
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Fig. 1. The potential energy of an exess eletron mov-ing in xenon in an external eletri �eld with respet tothe vauum vs the number density of atoms aordingto experiment [8℄ (symbols)formula (6) for the minimal eletron energy of an exesseletron asU(rW ) = �C �rminrW �3 +A exp��� r3Wr3min� ; (9)where rW = �4�N3 ��1=3is the Wigner � Seits radius and rmin is the radius at theatom number density orresponding to the maximumattration of an eletron inside the inert gas. Formula(9) an be rewritten in terms of the distane a betweenthe nearest neighbors,U(a) = �C �amina �3 +A exp��� a3a3min� ; (10)where amin is the distane between nearest neighborsat whih the eletron potential inside an inert gas hasthe minimum. We note that the atom number densitiesorresponding to the minimum of the eletron potentialaording to formulas (9) and (10) are equal to Nmin,the minimal eletron potentials in formulas (9) and (10)oinide with Umin, and these parameters follow fromformula (6). In addition, we assume a lassial hara-ter of the eletron interation inside an inert gas in thisonsideration, although the interation has a quantumharater in reality.214



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 128, âûï. 1 (7), 2005 The tube harater of eletron drift : : :3. DELONE NETWORK FOR THEINTERACTION OF AN EXCESS ELECTRONINSIDE AN INERT GASOur goal is to onstrut the potential energy surfaefor an exess eletron inside an inert gas in the range ofthe atom number densities and temperatures providingan attrative eletri potential there. We onentrateon the simplest ase where atoms form a rystal lattieand �nd eletron positions with the minimum potentialenergy. Evidently, beause of the repulsive interationfor an exess eletron with atom interiors, the pointsof the minimum eletron potential are loated equidis-tantly from the nearest nulei. For two nearest planesof the rystal lattie, we then draw the Voronoi sur-faes between eah pair of nearest neighbors, suh thatthese surfaes separate the ation of individual atomson an eletron. Eah Voronoi plane is loated at identi-al distanes from two nearest atoms, and intersetionsof the Voronoi surfaes with the two onsidered planesof atoms are shown in Fig. 2, where they form a netof regular hexagons whose enters are the nulei of thelattie. Evidently, from the symmetry onsiderations,the optimal positions of an exess eletron with mini-mal values of the eletron potential energy are loatedin the plane in the middle between the nearest planes ofatoms onsidered. Intersetions of the Voronoi surfaewith this plane form straight lines of three diretions,the solid lines in Fig. 2.Evidently, the eletron potential energy is minimalon these lines forming the Delone network [22�24℄. Wenote that the Delone network is an important mathe-matial onept (see, e.g., [32�34℄). We here use onlythe applied aspet of this problem related to the on-strution of lines of the minimum or maximum poten-tial (see, e.g., [25℄). Eletron drift inside an inert gasproeeds near these lines. We assume that intersetionpoints of these lines, i.e., sites of the Delone network,are haraterized by minima of the eletron potentialenergy, and their values are idential for all the inter-setion points (values 4 in Fig. 2) beause of the sym-metry. Passing to three-dimensional spae, we obtainintersetions of six straight lines at points whose dis-tane from two nearest neighbors is a=2, where a is thedistane between nearest neighbors of the lattie.Thus, assuming the optimal distane of an exesseletron from nearest nulei at the optimal numberdensities of atoms to be maximum for the minimumeletron potential energy, we obtain the optimal ele-tron positions for the lose-paked rystal lattie tobe loated on the Delone network that onsists of in-terseting straight lines. We have two types of these

− 1, − 2, − 3, − 4, − 5, − 6, − 7Fig. 2. The harater of the behavior of an exess ele-tron between two planes of the rystal lattie of inertgases: 1 � positions of atoms of the �rst layer, 2 �positions of atoms of the seond layer, 3 � vertiesof the pentagons that are intersetions of the Voronoisurfae with the orresponding layer, 4 � positions ofthe Voronoi surfae for an exess eletron in the middleplane between these layers with the strongest intera-tion between the eletron and atoms, 5, 6 � hexagonsthat are intersetions of the Voronoi surfae with theorresponding layers, 7 � diretions of the eletronurrent if it is loated in the middle plane
x

U eletron ground state
Fig. 3. The form of the potential energy for an exessslow eletron in a ondensed inert gas along lines of theDelone networklines, whih are alternated, and the period of trans-lation symmetry is a for the �rst-type lines and a=2for the seond-type lines. In Table 3, we give the dis-tanes from six nearest neighbors for points that orre-spond to the minima of the eletron potential energy orare loated in the middle between nearest suh points.The number of nulei with an indiated distane froma given point of the Delone network is given in paren-theses.In the liquid aggregate state, the Voronoi surfaesand Delone network may be onstruted in the samemanner, but the Delone network lines beome urved.Nevertheless, beause of a short order in liquids, theurvature of these lines is not large, and we an take therystal ase as a basis for a qualitative onsideration.215



E. B. Gordon, B. M. Smirnov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 128, âûï. 1 (7), 2005Table 3. Distanes between an exess eletron loated in minima and maxima of the Delone network and six nearestnulei in the ase where atoms form a lose-paked rystal lattie. A number of nearest neighbors at an indiated distaneis given in parenthesesPoints 4 in Fig. 2 In the middle between points 4 in Fig. 2Lines of the �rst type a2(2), ap32 (4) ap2 (6)Lines of the seond type a2(2), ap32 (4) ap34 (1), ap74 (2), ap114 (1), ap154 (2)In any ase, the number of lines and the harater oftheir intersetion is idential in both ases. Supposingthat positions on the Delone network orrespond to theminimal eletron potential inside an inert gas, we ob-tain that slow eletron drifts inside the ondensed inertgas near the lines form the Delone network. If we movealong a given line of the Delone network, the eletronpotential energy osillates, as is shown in Fig. 3. Thebehavior of the eletron PES on the Delone networklines and near them resembles that for bound atoms inlusters [26�28℄, with the potential energy surfae in-luding many potential wells separated by barriers orsaddles. But based on the experimental data for ele-tron mobility, we take the di�erene between neighbor-ing minima and maxima of the potential energy to berelatively small if the atom number density is near thatorresponding to the maximum eletron mobility [21℄.4. POTENTIAL ENERGY SURFACE FOR ANEXCESS ELECTRON INSIDE INERT GASESWe have found the harater of distribution of theeletron potential inside ondensed inert gases in thedensity range where the eletron potential energy isnegative and lose to the minimal one. The lines of asigni�ant eletron attration inside an inert gas form aDelone network, and this result is not based on the as-sumption of a pairwise harater of the eletron�atominteration. We use this assumption at the next stageof evaluation of the eletron PES near the lines of max-imum attration, representing the interation potentialof an eletron with surrounding atoms in the form ofpair interation potentials u(r) of this eletron withnearest atoms, U =Xi u(ri); (11)where ri is the distane of the eletron from the ithnuleus and the pair interation potential is taken suh

that formulas (6) and (9) give the minimal eletron en-ergy inside an inert gas. Beause of a short-range har-ater of the eletron interation, we aount for onlysix nearest neighbors. We take the dependene u(r) tobe idential to that given by formula (10),u(r) = �C 0�Rminr �3 +A0 exp��� r3R3min� : (12)This interation potential has the minimum at the dis-tane Rmin.Within the framework of this model, we representthe observed eletron potential inside an inert gas asthe average for points 3 and 4 in Fig. 2. Then on thebasis of the data in Table 3, we have that the observedeletron potential energy U(N) at a given number den-sity N of atoms isU(a) = u�a2�+ 2u ap32 !+ 3u� ap2� : (13)Taking this relation at the minimum of the eletron po-tential, i.e., at a = amin, and expanding the interationpotential u(r) near its minimum,u(r) = u(Rmin) + u00(Rmin)2 (r �Rmin)2;we obtain the minimal eletron potentialU(amin) = u�amin2 �+ 2u aminp32 !++ 3u�aminp2 � = 6u(Rmin ��R); (14)whereRmin = 1 + 2p3 + 3=p212 amin = 0:726a;�R = �0:123amin; �RRmin = �0:17: (15)216



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 128, âûï. 1 (7), 2005 The tube harater of eletron drift : : :The above estimates together with relation (13) allowus to determine the parameters of the interation po-tential u(r) taken in form (12); they are listed in Ta-ble 2.This approah allows us to onstrut the potentialenergy surfae of an exess eletron inside inert gasesbased on experimental data. Although the model usesa pair interation between an exess eletron and inertgas atoms, this is not of importane at the �nal stageof the analysis, beause parameters of this model aretaken from experimental results. In other words, thegeneral harater of the eletron interation is based onthe Delone network and does not inlude the pairwiseharater of the eletron interation inside an inert gas,whereas the values of the eletron potential inludesthis assumption. Therefore, the above behavior of theeletron PES is valid stritly, while the auray of thevalues of the eletron potentials at a given eletron po-sition are valid qualitatively.5. ELECTRON DRIFT AT OPTIMALDENSITIES OF INERT GASES AND LOWELECTRIC FIELDSThe above analysis allows us to shematially drawequipotential surfaes for an exess eletron inside aninert gas at a given number density of atoms, when themobility of a slow exess eletron is high. The linesof the minimum potential energy then form a Delonenetwork, and for the rystal state of an inert gas, theselines are straight and pass between nearest atoms. Ageneral shape of lines of the minimum potential energyare also orret for liquids in priniple. Indeed, �rst, ahange of the number density of atoms resulting fromthe solid�liquid phase transition for inert gases is ap-proximately 15%, and a hange of the average distanebetween atoms is orrespondingly 3 times less. Seond,the distortion of lines of the minimal potential for anexess eletron is also inessential beause a slow ele-tron is a quantum objet, and the di�erene of the ele-tron potentials inside and outside an inert gas allowsus to �nd the energy of the eletron level inside theinert gas, but not the minimum potential for an ex-ess eletron inside it. Correspondingly, the de Brogliewavelength is not small for a slow exess eletron and aweak distortion of straight lines of the minimum ele-tri potential for an exess eletron, in passing from asolid to a liquid, is not of importane. Hene, our on-sideration relates simultaneously to the solid and liquidstates of ondensed inert gases.Thus, we onsider motion of a slow eletron insidean inert gas whose density orresponds to eletron at-

tration inside it. Therefore, an eletron is bound in-side the inert gas and moves along tubes entered atlines of the minimum eletron potential, whih are rep-resented in Fig. 2 for a solid inert gas. These tubesof idential potentials are widened slightly near theirintersetions, and the distanes between neighboringpoints of tube intersetions is ap3=2, as follows fromFig. 2. When a slow eletron propagates along a tube(see Fig. 3), its sattering proeeds in nodes of tubeintersetions, and as a result of this sattering, it trans-fers to another tube. We take the probability  for theeletron sattering in an intersetion node to be small,and then the mean free path � of an eletron during itspropagation along a potential tube is relatively large,� � a= ( � 1).Eletron sattering in the intersetion regions of po-tential energy tubes is similar to eletron sattering onatoms in a gas beause the time of strong interationfor an exess eletron that auses sattering is a smallpart of the total time in both ases. In addition, inboth ases, the eletron is sattered mainly elastially,and only a small part of the eletron energy (� m=M)is transferred to nulear heating (m is the eletron massand M is the atom mass). Below, we therefore use for-mulas for the eletron drift veloity w and its averageveloity v assuming that the eletron is sattered in agas (see, e.g., [35�37℄). For an eletron moving in anexternal eletri �eld of a strength E, we then havew � eE�mv ; v �rMmw; (16)whih givesw � � eEa(v)pmM �1=2 ; v � �eEaM1=2(v)m3=2 �1=2 : (17)In these formulas, we take the average eletron veloityto be large ompared to the eletron thermal veloity inthe absene of an external eletri �eld. If this eletri�eld is weak and does not hange the Maxwell veloitydistribution for exess eletrons, the zero-�eld eletronmobility K is K � eav : (18)In evaluating the parameters of the eletron drift,if it proeeds aording to the above sheme, we arebased on experimental data. Table 4 ontains the num-ber densities of atoms Nmax and temperatures Tmax ofliquid inert gases [13℄ that provide the maximum zero-�eld mobility of eletrons, the orresponding distanesamax between nearest-neighbor atoms, and the thermaleletron veloity vt =p8Tmax=�m217



E. B. Gordon, B. M. Smirnov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 128, âûï. 1 (7), 2005Table 4. Parameters of the drift of an exess eletronin liquid inert gases under optimal onditions and loweletri �eld strengthsAr Kr XeTmax, K 155 170 223vt, 106 m/s 7.7 8.1 9.3Nmax, 1022 m�3 1.2 1.4 1.2amax, Å 4.9 4.7 4.9Kmax, m2/V�s 1800 4600 6000min 0.0062 0.0022 0.0015E�, V/m 16 4.5 3.2under these onditions. Then the above formulas givethe minimal probability min of eletron sattering,whih is a typial probability for the transition to an-other urrent tube at a point of tube intersetion, anda typial eletri �eld strength E� at whih a hange inthe average eletron veloity due to the eletron drift inan eletri �eld is omparable to the initial thermal ve-loity. Starting from these eletri �eld strengths, theeletron drift parameters depend on the eletri �eldstrength.We note that this mehanism for the eletron drift,with the eletrons propagating along the tubes whoseenters form a Delone network, is valid only for somerange of inert gas parameters at whih the eletron isloked inside the inert gas in regions near the Delonenetwork. This mehanism of the eletron drift provideshigh mobility for slow eletrons, whih an be used fordetermination of the range of the inert gas parametersand eletri �eld strength where this mehanism of theeletron drift applies. For xenon at least, these on-ditions are ful�lled in a wide range of the indiatedparameters. An inrease of the eletri �eld strengthleads to an inrease of the eletron energy and ausesbroadening of the region between atoms where an ex-ess eletron an be loated. Finally, at high eletronenergies, the eletron sattering hanges from the tubeharater to sattering on atomi ores. Then the ele-tron mobility dereases sharply with an inrease of theeletri �eld strength. In reality, for xenon, the exper-imental data analysis shows that this tendeny exists,but the transition is not reahed.Eletron sattering is also intensi�ed if the gas pa-rameters di�er from the optimal ones. If the atom num-ber density deviates from the optimal one, the attra-

tive eletron potential energy on the Delone networkdereases, whih leads to a stronger eletron satter-ing in regions of tube intersetion. At a given atomnumber density, the lower gas temperature, the higheris the eletron drift veloity. This is explained by dis-tortions in the atom distributions that inrease as thetemperature inreases.Thus, we represent the harater of the drift of aslow eletron in ondensed inert gases under the opti-mal number density and temperature. The eletronsattering under these onditions di�ers in priniplefrom that in gases, where eletrons ollide with indi-vidual atoms separately. In this ase, an eletron ismoving along a ertain tube and transfers to anothertube at points of their intersetions. Axes of thesetubes form the Delone network. This harater of ele-tron sattering also di�ers from the wave harater ofsattering in a rystal lattie, where sattering is deter-mined by deviation of atom positions from the rystallattie sites, suh that sattering parameters vary sig-ni�antly during the melting. In the ase of the tubeharater of eletron sattering, melting does not sig-ni�antly hange the eletron drift parameters. We addthat the tube harater of the eletron drift is realizedin a restrited range of the inert gas parameters and isvalid at not too high eletri �eld strengths.On the basis of this analysis, we an single out therange of parameters that orresponds to the maximumeletron mobility in ondensed inert gases. As the num-ber density of atoms inreases, the e�etive interationfor an exess eletron with atoms of a ondensed in-ert gas varies from attration due to the exhange in-teration with an individual atom beause of a nega-tive eletron�atom sattering length to repulsion ow-ing to the Pauli exlusion priniple when the eletronpenetrates inside an atom. Evidently, the maximumeletron mobility orresponds to moderate atomi num-ber densities orresponding to the transition from the�rst form of interation to the seond one. Then thePES part of loation of an exess eletron onsists ofnarrow tubes with intersetions, and the eletron anpropagate along these tubes. As the number densityof atoms inreases, these tubes are destroyed in re-gions near atoms where the eletron is loked. If theatomi number density dereases, tubes widen, and theeletron may transfer more e�etively to tubes of an-other diretion. In both ases, the eletron mobilitydereases.We note that a temperature inrease leads to an in-rease of �utuations in positions of individual atoms,whih auses the destrution of a PES tube. But a pres-sure inrease leads to a derease of these �utuations218



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 128, âûï. 1 (7), 2005 The tube harater of eletron drift : : :and hene stabilizes the PES tube when the tube or-responds to optimal onditions. In analyzing the opti-mal onditions for the eletron mobility, we are mostlybased on experimental data. But experimental dataof this problem study are fragmentary. Additional ex-perimental studies are required in order to onstrutthe optimal range in oordinates of the atomi num-ber density, temperature, and eletri �eld strength foreah heavy inert gas (Ar, Kr, and Xe). We also ex-pet from the subsequent experimental study that athigh pressure, the eletron mobility will derease withan inreasing pressure.We also note the peuliarities of inelasti eletronsattering in ondensed inert gases. If the eletron en-ergy is not small, and the eletron an be onsideredas a lassial objet, its inelasti sattering inside aninert gas is related to exitation of phonons, and eahat of elasti sattering is aompanied by a loss of ap-proximately them=M portion of the eletron energy; inother words, the proess of inelasti sattering of a las-sial eletron in a ondensed inert gas is similar to thatin rare gases. This is used in formulas (16) and (17).But a slow eletron is a quantum objet, and its in-elasti sattering proeeds in another manner. Indeed,the eletron states are haraterized by disrete levels,and inelasti eletron sattering requires its transitionto an exited eletron level. Therefore, at low eletri�eld strengths, the inelasti eletron sattering is weakand beomes the same as in a gas when the eletronis exited su�iently strongly, suh that its levels areloated su�iently lose.In onsidering inelasti eletron sattering, we re-strit ourselves to just this limiting ase. At high ele-tri �eld strengths, the eletron energy aquired fromthe �eld su�es for exitation of inert gas atoms. Theexitation proesses are in priniple the same as in agas, whih are analyzed in detail in [37℄. The e�ienyof this proess, that is, the eletron energy part on-sumed to atom exitation, inreases with an inreaseof the average eletron energy " [15, 21℄ and is of theorder of ten perent when the ratio "=�" & 0:1 (�"is the atom exitation energy). We are also guidedby the experimental e�ieny value of 18% in solidxenon [38, 39℄.6. PECULIARITIES OF SELF-SUSTAININGDISCHARGE IN CONDENSED INERTGASESAn applied aspet of the phenomenon of eletrondrift in ondensed inert gases is realized in eletri dis-

harge, with the eletri energy being onverted intothe energy of emitted photons in the vauum ultravi-olet spetrum range. Exess eletrons drifting in on-densed inert gases exite inert gas atoms, whih leadsto transformation of the eletri energy into the en-ergy of emitted photons. Beause the eletron energyis high, the e�ieny of energy transformation is rela-tively high. During these proesses, an exess eletronannot ionize the medium beause its energy is belowthe ionization potential due to an e�etive atom exita-tion. The eletrons are therefore injeted into a samplefrom outside and only play the role of arriers of a neg-ative harge, in ontrast to standard gaseous dishargeswith ionization inside a sample. Due to this haraterof disharge maintenane, exess eletrons reate a non-ompensated negative harge in ondensed inert gases.This harge restrits the number density of exess ele-trons and orrespondingly the power of the dishargeand the intensity of yield radiation [42℄. We �nd themaximum value Nmaxe for the eletron number densityfrom the Poisson equation that has the formdEdx = �4�eNe: (19)Here, E is the eletri �eld strength, e is the eletronharge, Ne is the eletron number density, whih is on-stant inside the inert gas layer, and the oordinate x isperpendiular to the inert gas layer whose thikness isl. From the Poisson equation, requiring E = 0 in thelayer middle beause of the problem symmetry, we ob-tain the eletri voltage U between the layer boundariesdue to exess eletrons inside the layer asU = �eNel2: (20)Formula (20) implies that the eletron number den-sity is the greater, the higher is the eletri �eld voltageand the smaller is the layer thikness. In partiular,under typial parameters U = 1 keV and l = 1 mmrealized in experiments [38, 39℄, this formula givesNmaxe = 2 � 1011 m�3. This eletron number den-sity loks the eletri urrent in disharge. We notethat the number density Ne = 1 � 1011 m�3 leads tothe eletri urrent density j � 0:01 A/m2 and thedisharge power P = Uj � 10 W/m2.7. CONCLUSIONSHigh eletron mobility is observed in heavy on-densed inert gases (Ar, Kr, Xe) in a narrow range ofatomi densities. A widespread explanation of this ef-fet [16�20℄ by the Ramsauer e�et in eletron satter-ing on an individual atom is not orret beause of a219



E. B. Gordon, B. M. Smirnov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 128, âûï. 1 (7), 2005large distane of the eletron�atom sattering in om-parison with the distane between neighboring atomsat these atomi densities. In reality, the nature of higheletron mobility is related to the transition from anattrative interation potential between an exess ele-tron and the atom ensemble to a repulsive one [21℄.In this paper, we have proposed a new mehanism ofeletron drift in some range of atomi densities andtemperatures near the optimal ones that provide themaximum eletron mobility. This mehanism is addi-tional to the harater of eletron drift in gases due toeletron sattering on individual atoms and to eletrondrift in rystals due to sattering of the eletron waveon nonuniformities of the rystal lattie.This harater of eletron drift onsists in propa-gation of an eletron along almost straight hannels;eletron sattering ours as a result of the eletrontransition to a propagation hannel of another dire-tion. This new mehanism of eletron drift followsfrom the struture of the potential energy surfaenear its minimum; it onsists of almost straight inter-seting tubes, and the minimum of potential energysurfae forms a Delone network. The tube haraterof the eletron drift leads to high eletron mobility.The understanding of this phenomenon allows us tohoose optimal onditions for a self-sustaining eletridisharge in ondensed inert gases as a generatorof ultraviolet radiation [38�40℄ and stimulates newexperimental investigations.This work is supported in part by the RFBR (grants�� 04-03-32684, LSS-1953.2003.2).REFERENCES1. H. Shnyders, S. A. Rie, and L. Meyer, Phys. Rev.150, 127 (1966).2. L. S. Mi, S. Howe, and W. Spear, Phys. Rev. 166, 871(1968).3. J. A. Jahnke, L. Meyer, and S. A. Rie, Phys. Rev.A 3, 734 (1971).4. T. Kimura and G. R. Freeman, Can. J. Phys. 52, 2220(1974).5. K. Yoshino, U. Sowada, and W. F. Shmidt, Phys. Rev.A 14, 438 (1976).6. S. S.-S. Huang and G. R. Freeman, J. Chem. Phys. 68,1355 (1978).7. S. S.-S. Huang and G. R. Freeman, Phys. Rev. A 24,714 (1981).
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